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Brief Description of the Research Proposal 

Recommender systems have been tremendously successful in overcoming information 

overload problems by offering personalized suggestions to users (consumers) in various 

data-driven applications (domains) such as e-commerce industry. entertainment industry. 

job search application. travel industry. etc. . Multiple stakeholders get benefitted from the 

recommendation in these domains. Therefore. fairness becomes a critical aspect which 

needs to be addressed carefully. Researchers have demonstrated that recommender 

systems suffer from various unfair issues and may hamper interest of the stakeholders 

involved in a domain. For example. unfairness such as racial or gender discrimination may 

occur among protected group due to biasness of job recommender system; e-commerace 

recommender system may prefer products from popular seller over less popular one. Two 

potential sources of unfairness in recommendation are bias in the underlying data and the 

algorithms used for recommendations [1] . To improve satisfaction and fairness among the 

stakeholders involved in these domains. it is essential to address the unfairness issues in the 

recommender system. However, research in this direction is still limited and many issues are 

unexplored. 

In this research proposal. we plan to address the various unfair issues in providing 

recommendations in three widely popular domains namely, job search applications, e

commerce and course recommendation. 

Major objective of the proposal: a) Defining the term fairness in the view of 

recommendation in those mentioned domains ii) Demonstrating the unfairness exhibited 

by the state-of-the art recommender system, iii) Developing fairness-aware algorithms in 

these domains. 
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